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A generalized Moore geometry is said to be symmetric f the number of points 
incident on each line equals the number of lines incident on each point. It is shown 
that the diameter of a non-trivial symmetric Moore geometry can be at most 3. 
Some remarks are made concerning possible values of the parameters for symmetric 
Moore geometries ofdiameters 2 or 3. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We repeat the definition of a generalized Moore geometry from [16]. 
DEFINITION. A generalized Moore geometry of diameter 
parameters a, b, c is a finite incidence structure in which 
(1) each point lies on a+ 1 lines; 
(2) each line contains b + 1 points; 
(3) the diameter is d; 
(4) there are no circuits of length less than 2d; and 
(5) every two points at distance d are joined by exactly c + 1 paths 
d with 
of length d. 
It is easy to construct rivial examples with a = 0 or with b = 0. We also 
consider ordinary polygons (a = b = 1, c = 0 or 1) to be trivial. The author 
[13, 14] has shown that the diameter of any non-trivial generalized Moore 
geometry can be at most 13. Smaller bounds have been obtained in various 
special cases. 
When b= 1 and c=0 we have a Moore graph. In this case, from 
Hoffman and Singleton [15],  Bannai and Ito [1]  and Damerell [6] ,  it is 
known that d~<2 (and if d=2 then a=2,  3, 6 or possibly 56.) 
If only b = 1 then we have a generalized Moore graph, in which case 
Damerell and Georgiakodis [9]  have shown that d~< 5. 
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In case a = c the geometry is a generalized 2d-gon. Feit and Higman 
[10] have shown that in this case d can only be 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6. Also if d= 4 
or 6 then 2ab must be a perfect square. 
When c = 0 we have an ordinary Moore geometry. From Damerell and 
Georgiakodis [7], Damerell [8] and Fuglister [11, 12], we know that 
d<~2. Bose and DoMing [4] give restrictions on a and b when d= 2. 
The case b=c has been investigated by Roos and van Zanten 
[17, 18, 19]. They have shown that in this case one must have d~< 5. 
A generalized Moore geometry of diameter 1is simply a balanced incom- 
plete block design. It is a symmetric design in case a = b. This motivates the 
definition of the case considered in this paper. 
DEFINITION. A symmetric Moore geometry is a generalized Moore 
geometry with a = b. 
The main theorem of this paper is 
THEOREM 1. The diameter of  a non-trivial symmetric Moore geometry 
must be 3 or less. 
In Section 2 we give some general properties of symmetric Moore 
geometries. The elimination of diameters larger than 6 is fairly easy and is 
done in Section 3. Diameters 4, 5, and 6 are eliminated in Sections 4, 5, and 
6 respectively. We discuss possible parameters for diameters 2 and 3 in 
Sections 7 and 8. 
Many of the calculations in this paper were done with the aid of the 
symbolic algebra programs MACSYMA 1 and Mathematica. 2 In addition 
some of the numeric calculations in Section 8 were done by computer 
programs written by the author. 
2. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES AND GENERAL REMARKS 
In case a = b the formula [13, (2.4)] for N, the total number of points, 
simplifies to 
d-- 1 1 + (a ) a2a-  1 
N=l+(a+l )  ~ a al- +1 
i=1 c+l  
(2.1) 
The parameters of a symmetric Moore geometry must satisfy the 
constraints given by the following lemma. 
1 MACSYMA is a trademark ofSymbolics, Inc. 
2 Mathematica is a trademark ofWolfram Research, Inc. 
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LEMMA 1. I f  there is a symmetric Moore geometry of diameter d with 
parameters a and c then 
(1) O<~c<.a, 
(2) c+ 1 divides (a+ l )a  2a-1, and 
(3) the determinant of the adjacency matrix is a square integer. 
Proof Property (1) is given in [13, Lemma 1]. Property (2) follows 
from formula (2.1). Finally in the symmetric ase there are an equal num- 
ber of points and lines, so that the incidence matrix is square. Therefore, 
since the adjacency matrix is the product of the incidence matrix and its 
transpose, the determinant of the adjacency matrix is the square of the 
determinant of the incidence matrix. 
The extreme cases e = 0 and c = a have been dealt with as discussed in 
the introduction. As the conclusion of Theorem 1 is known to be true in 
these cases, from now on we will assume thar 0 < c < a. 
The minimal polynomial of the adjacency matrix is 
(x -  (a + 1) 2) Fa(x), 
where, from [13, (2.1) and (2.2)], 
F,(x) =/d(x) + cfd_  l(x), 
and the polynomials fa are given by the recurrence 
fo(x) = 1, A(x)  = x -  a, 
fa (x )=(x-2a) fa_ l (x ) -a2fa_2(x)  for d>~2. 
There were two exceptional situations in the derivation of the formula 
[-13, (2.11)] for the multiplicity of the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix. 
When a = b, neither of these situations can occur unless a = c. Therefore we 
assuming that formula [13, (2.11)] holds. With a=b, a factor of 0 may 
be cancelled from the numerator and denominator (0¢0  since a v a c), 
resulting in 
N(a + 1)(0 - 4a)(cO + (a - e) 2) 
m° = (0 -  (a + 1)2)(2cd0 + (a -  c)((2d+ l )a -  (2d-  1)c))" (2.2) 
where mo is the multiplicity of the root 0 of Fa(x ) as an eigenvalue of the 
adjacency matrix. Since mo must be a rational integer, we conclude that 0 
is rational or quadratic. Therefore Fu(x) must factor over the rationals into 
linear and/or quadratic factors. 
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Substitute x = az + 2a in Fd and factor out a d -  1. This gives polynomials 
Hal(z), which must also factor into linear and quadratic factors over the 
rationals. We see that 
Ha(z) = ahd(Z) + Chd_ l(z), (2.3) 
where the polynomials ha(z) have constant coefficients, and can be 
computed by the recurrence 
ho(z) = 1, hi(z) = z + 1, 
(2.4) 
hd(z)=Zhd_,(z)--hd_2(Z) for d~>2. 
We will let 2 = gcd(a, c) so that a = 2ao and c = 2Co with gcd(ao, Co) = 1. 
Notice that Fa(x) is homogenous of degree d in a, c and x and that Ha(z) 
is homogenous of degree 1 in a and e. Thus when discussing the nature of 
the factorization of these polynomials, we may replace a by ao and e by Co. 
Also notice that for given values of ao and Co, there are only a finite 
number of possible values of 2. For from Lemma 2, (2), 2Co + 1 is a factor 
of (2ao + 1)(2ao) 2d- 1 and so also a factor of (ao - Co)a 2u- 1. With ao ~ Co, 
there are only a finite number of possibilities for 2co + 1, and hence for 2. 
The following lemma is useful for treatment of those cases in which an 
irreducible quadratic factor appears. 
LEMMA 2. I f  Fa(x) has the irreducible quadratic factor x2 -px  + q then 
(a + 1)2 R = S where 
R = 2dc2q + c(a - c)((2d + 1)a -  (2d -  1)c)p 
+ (a -c ) ( (2d+ 1)a 3 -  (6d+ 5)a2c + (6d-5)ac  2-  (2d-  1)e3), 
S = e(a 2 + 8dac - eE)q + 8dae(a - c )2p  
+4a(a- -e)  3((2d+ 1)a -  (2d -  1)c). 
Proof If 01 and 0 2 are  the roots of X 2 -px  + q then mo~ = mo2. Equate 
these two values of the multiplicity formula (2.2) and cancel 01 - 02. 
The equation in this lemma is not homogenous, o when we are working 
with ao and Co it becomes lightly more complicated. We have p = 2po and 
q = 22qo . Then the equation becomes (2ao + 1)2 Ro = 2So, where Ro and So 
are obtained from R and S by replacing a, c, p, and q by ao, Co, Po, and qo 
respectively. 
3. T~ ELIMINATION OF DIAMETERS GREATER THAN 6 
Each of the diameters d= 7 through 13 will be eliminated by showing 
that Hd(Z) cannot factor into linear and quadratic factors over the 
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rationals. In most cases in fact Ha(z)~2 will fail to factor as required even 
modulo 2 or modulo 3. 
When d= 7 the factorization will fail modulo 2. Since a0 and Co are not 
both even, there are three cases. If ao = Co-1  (mod 2) then H7(z)/2 = 
z (z3+z2+l )  2. If ao -0  and Co-1  then H7(z)/,~=--z6÷,zS÷z4+z÷I. If 
a 0 = 1 and Co ~ 0 then HT(z)/2 -= (z + 1 )(z 2 + z + 1 )(z 4 + z 3 + 1 ). In all cases 
the factorizations shown are complete modulo 2. As there is an irreducible 
factor of degree greater than 2 in each case, it is impossible that H7(z ) 
factors as required. 
Diameters 9, 11, and 13 are eliminated by the same argument. Similarly 
we may eliminate diameter 10 by showing that Hm(z)  cannot factor as 
required modulo 3. 
For d= 8, the modulo 2 factorization is acceptable only if a0 = Co-= 1 
(mod 2), in which case Hs(z)/2 =-z 8 (mod 2). Therefore Hs(z)/2 must be 
the product of 4 (not necessarily irreducible) quadratic factors, each con- 
gruent to z 2 modulo 2. Then the remainder of Hs(z)/2 when divided by z 2 
must be divisible by 16. This remainder is -4 (ao  + Co)Z+ (ao-co) .  But 
ao + Co is divisible by 4 and ao - Co by 16 only if ao and Co are both even. 
Therefore diameter 8 is eliminated. 
Finally for d = 12, the modulo 3 factorization works only if ao = co (mod 
3), in which case H12(z)/2--aoz3(z - 1) 2 ( z+ 1)(z2+ 1) 3. Thus there are 3 
irreducible quadratic factors, each congruent to z 2 + 1 modulo 3. Therefore 
the remainder of H~2 (z)/2 on division by z 2 + 1 must be divisible by 27. But 
this remainder is 144(ao + Co)Z + 233ao-  89Co. Therefore 27 divides 
144(a0 + Co), so 3 divides a o + co, which is a contradiction. This eliminates 
diameter 12. 
4. THE ELIMINATION OF DIAMETER 4 
If the required factorization of H4 (z) exists then H4 (z) can be written as 
a times the product of two monic rational quadratic factors. The sum of the 
constant erms of these two factors will then be a rational root of the cubic 
resolvant of H4 (z). This cubic resolvant is 
(ay)3+(3a-c ) (ay)2 - (6a2+2c2) (ay) - (17a3-7a2c+7ac2-c3) .  (4.1) 
If Yl is a rational root of (4.1), then ay 1 will be an integer. Substitute 
w = a(y 1 + 2), u = a - c and rearrange to get 
W(w + 2a) 2 = (w - u)(w + u)(2w + u), (4.2) 
which must be satisfied by integers w and u. None of the factors on either 
side of (4.2) will be 0, for if w=0 then a=c and if w=-2a  then 
c=3a,  -a  or -3a .  
582a/67/2-5 
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Therefore there would have to be integers w and u for which 
w(w-u) (w+u) (2w+u)  is a non-zero perfect square. But by using an 
infinite descent argument, it can be shown that this is impossible. We omit 
the details, as they are straightforward but somewhat lengthy. 
5. THE ELIMINATION OF DIAMETER 5 
Hs(z  ) factors as required only when ao=c o - 1 (rood 2), in which 
case H 5 (z)/2 = z(z 2 + z + 1)2 (mod 2). Therefore F 5 (x) must have two 
irreducible quadratic factors. 
Now let 01 ~< 02 ~< 03 ~< 04~ < 05 be the roots of Fs(x). We may isolate 
these roots as follows: 
0 < 01 < 0.082a, 
0.381a < 02 < 0.691a, 
1.381a < 03 < 1.716a, (5.1) 
2.618a < 04 < 2.831a, 
3.618a < 05 < 3.683a. 
For  example, there is a root between 0.381a and 0.691a since 
F5 (0.381a) = a4(1.001326a - 0.998658c) > 0, 
F5 (0.691a) = a4( - 0.002886a - 0.829372c) < 0. 
Now let g(x)= x 2 -px  + q be an irreducible quadratic factor of Fs(x) 
neither of whose roots 0~ and 0j is 01. Then from Lemma 2, (a+ 1) 2 R= S 
where 
R = lOc2q + c(a -- c)(1 la  - 9c)p + (a - c)(1 la  3 -- 35a2c + 25ac 2 - 9c3), 
S = c(a z + 40ac-  c2)q + 40ac(a-  c)Zp + 4a(a -  c) 3 ( l l a -  9c). 
Notice that p=O~+Oj>O and q=Oe0i>O. Therefore S>0 and so also 
R>0.  
We consider six cases according to which two of the roots are the roots 
of g(x). For  example if the two roots of g(x) are 02 and 03 then from (5.1) 
1.762a <p < 2.407a and 0.526a 2< q < 1.186a 2, so 
R > 9c 4 - 18.142ac 3 + 30.02a2c 2 - 26.618a% + l la  4, 
S < 36ae 4 - 56.906a2c 3 + 104.368a3c 2 - 70.534a4c + 44a 5. 
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Then we may apply Sturm's theorem to find that S< 13aR. By the same 
reasoning, this last inequality holds also in each of the remaining five cases. 
Therefore we have (a + 1)2< 13a, from which a ~< 10. However in each of 
the cases 1 ~< c < a <~ 10 it turns out that in fact Hs(z) is irreducible. 
6. THE ELIMINATION OF DIAMETER 6 
By the same method as in the 
are isolated as follows: 
0 < 01 < 0.059a, 
0.267a < 02 < 0.503a, 
a < 03 < 1.291a, 
2a < 04 < 2.242a, 
3a< 05 < 3.137a, 
3.732a < 06 < 3.771a. 
preceding section, the six roots of F6(x) 
(6.1) 
Furthermore if F6(x) had an irreducible quadratic factor of which 0j is not 
a root, then a similar analysis as in the preceding section shows that 
0<S< 14aR in all ten cases. Therefore (a+ 1)2< 14a, so a~< 11. However, 
for each of the cases 1 ~< c < a ~< 11, in fact H6(z) is irreducible. 
Therefore F6(x), and also H6(2) ,  has at most one irreducible quadratic 
factor. But then this required factorization occurs modulo 5 only when 
ao=-Co (mod 5), in which case H6(z ) /2 -aoZ(Z-1) (z+ 1)(z+2)(z2+2).  
We conclude that F6(x) has exactly one irreducible quadratic factor and 
four rational roots. Furthermore, 01 is one of the two roots of the 
irreducible quadratic factor. 
Let xZ-px+q be the irreducible quadratic factor of F6(x) and let 
rl, r2, r3, r4 be the four rational roots. Let r i= 2r;o for each i. If zi is the 
rational root of H 6 corresponding to rio let ze = m/n where gcd(m, n) = 1. 
Then H6(z i )=0 yields 
ao(n 6 -- 3mn 5 -- 6m2n 4 + 4m3n 3 + 5m4n 2 _ mSn _ m 6) 
= co(n 6 + 3mn 5 -- 3m2n 4 --  4m3n 3 + m4n 2 + mSn). (6.2) 
In this equation, the two polynomials in m and n have relatively prime 
integer values. Therefore there is a sign e = __+ 1 so that 
a o = en(n 5 + 3ran 4 _ 3m2n 3 _ 4m3n 2 + man + mS), 
C o = e(n 6 --  3mn 5 - -  6mZn 4 + 4m3n 3 + 5m4n 2 _ mSn - -  m6), 
ao -- Co = em(n -- m) (n  + m)(2n.+ m)(3n 2 - m2), (6.3) 
ri = ao(m/n) + 2a0 
= e(2n + m)(n  s + 3ran 4 -- 3m2n 3 -- 4m3n 2 + m4n + mS). 
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We subscript e, m, and n to obtain one of these sets of equations for each 
of the four rational roots. 
Write r;o = u~v~ where 
ul = 2ni + m i, 
vi=~i(nSi+3min 4 2 3 3 2 m4ni+m~).  
- -  3min i - -4min  i + 
(6.4) 
Notice that ui is a factor of a 0 - Co and so it is relatively prime to ao. 
Now from the constant term in Fr, we have qr l r2r3re=aS(a -c ) .  
Substitute from (6.3) and (6.4) and cancel v l/)2/33/)4 to obtain 
qoUl U2U3 U4 = aon l  n2n3n4(a  o - -  Co). 
But ao is relatively prime to each ui, so we conclude that qo is divisible 
by ao. 
Next, from Lemma 2 we have (2ao + 1)2 Ro = 2So, where 
Ro = 12c2 qo + Co(ao - Co)(13ao - 1 lco)Po 
+ (ao -  Co)(13a 3 -- 41a 2 Co + 31ao c2 - l l c  3 ), 
So = co(at + 48aoCo- c 2 ) qo + 48aoco(ao - Co)2 Po 
+ 4ao(ao - Co) 3 (13ao - 1 lco). 
Since ao divides qo, we have that ao divides So. But a o is relatively prime 
to (2ao+l )  2 so ao divides Ro. Therefore a o divides l l (po+Co).  Write 
kao = ll(po + Co). From (6.1), 0.267a o<Po < 3.83ao. Therefore 2.937ao < 
kao < 53.13ao, so that 3 ~ k ~ 53. 
Now we compute the remainder of F6(x) when divided by x 2 -px  + q. In 
this remainder, the coefficient of x is a polynomial in a, c, p and q which 
is quadratic in q, and the constant is a polynomial in the same variables 
which is cubic in q. Both of these coefficients must equal 0, so equate 
them to 0 and eliminate q. The result is a single homogeneous equation of 
degree 17 in a, c, and p in which we replace a, c, and p by ao, Co, and Po 
to get 
(3po + Co - 1 lao) 2 E(ao, Co, Po) = 0, 
where E is homogenous of degree 15 in ao, Co, and Po. (As the complete 
display of E would take most of a page and as it is of no permanent impor- 
tance, we do not show it here.) 
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If 3po + Co = 1 lao then (3k - 121 )ao = 22Co, and since 0 < Co < ao we have 
41 ~< k ~< 47. This gives the seven cases: 
k = 41, ao = 11, Co = 1, 
k = 42, ao = 22, Co = 5, 
k=43,  ao = 11, Co=4, 
k = 44, ao = 2, Co = 1, 
k=45,  ao = 11, Co = 7, 
k = 46, a o = 22, Co = 17, 
k=47,  ao= 11, Co = 10. 
However,  for each of these values of ao and Co it happens that H6(z) is in 
fact irreducible. 
Therefore we must have E(ao, co,Po)=O. Make the substitut ion 
Po = s -Co,  kao = l ls, and in turn, k = 3, 4 .... ,53. Each of the resulting 
equations has a factor ao 5, but in most cases the remaining homogenous 
factor of degree 10 in ao and Co is irreducible. The exceptions occur for 
k = 22, 33, and 44 in which case there are the factors (ao -Co) ,  (ao -Co)  
(ao + Co) 3 and (ao - Co)  2 respectively, the remaining factor being irreducible. 
But we do not have a = 0, a = c or a = -c ,  so we conclude that there are 
no solutions. This completes the el iminat ion of diameter 6 and the proof  of 
Theorem 1. 
7. DISCUSSION OF DIAMETER 2 
In this section we discuss possible parameters for symmetric Moore  
geometries of diameter 2. F irst  we show that it is necessary that F2(x) have 
two rat ional  roots. We have 
F2(x ) = x 2 - (3a -- c)x + a(a -- c). 
If this were irreducible, then Lemma 2 yields the equat ion (after cancell ing 
the factor 5a + 3e) 
(a + 1 )2 (a - c) = 4a 2 - 3ac + c 2. 
But for 0 < e < a we have 4a 2 -  3ac + c 2 < 4a 2, so a -  c < 4. Therefore, 
c = a - 1, a -  2 or a - 3. But then respectively 
a(a -  1) = 0, 
2(a - 1) = 0, 
aZ+3a-6=0.  
But a > 1 and the third equat ion has no rat ional  solutions. 
582a/67/2-6 
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Now F2(x ) has two rational roots only when (3a -c )2 -4a(a -c )= 
4a2+ (a -c )  2 is a perfect square. It is easy to see that this occurs exactly 
if 
a = 2ao = 2ran, 
(7.1) 
C = )~C 0 ----- ,~(m 2-]- mn -- n2), 
where gcd(m, n) = 1. Since a > 0 we may change the sign of both m and n 
if necessary and assume that m > 0 and n > 0. Then since a > c we see that 
n > m. Furthermore since c > 0 we have m > n(x//5 - 1)/2. 
Now we may generate some potential parameters for a diameter 2 sym- 
metric Moore geometry by starting with pairs of integers rn and n which 
satisfy the above conditions. 
1. From Lemma 1, (2), ,~(m 2 + mn- /7  2) q- 1 divides man3(n 2 -  m2), 
so we may list the values of 2 which satisfy this condition. 
2. Then given m, n and 2 we have a and c from (7.1). We then com- 
pute the two roots, 01 and 02, of F2(x) and compute their multiplicities, ml 
and mE, from (2.2). We reject this possibility unless these multiplicities are 
in fact non-negative integers. (In some cases they will be non-integer 
rational numbers.) 
3. Finally we require that 0~" 0~ ~ be a perfect square. Since the third 
eigenvalue, (a + 1)2, is a square, the determinant of the adjacency matrix 
will be a square exactly under this condition. 
The table below lists all values with n ~< 21 which remain after executing 
the above process. 
n m a o Co 2 
3 2 6 1 2,26 
4 3 12 5 25 
8 5 40 1 3,74,519,623,999,2495,623999 
9 7 63 31 65 
9 8 72 55 377 
11 7 77 5 508,14907 
13 9 117 29 2500 
15 11 165 61 65459 
21 13 273 1 143,227408,321775,32746895,46506095 
We conjecture that this process will generate an unending list of 
parametrically possible values of a and c. As usual, there remains the 
question of whether there actually exist geometries with any of these 
parameters. 
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8. DISCUSSION OF DIAMETER 3 
If there is a symmetric Moore geometry of diameter 3, then H3(z )  will 
have at least one linear factor over the rationals. We have 
H3(z ) = a(z 3 + z 2 - 2z - 1) + c(z  2 + z - 1 ), 
so if z = m/n is a rational root of H3(z ) with gcd(m, n) = 1 then 
a( - n 3 - 2mn 2 + m2n + m 3) = c(n  3 - -  rnn 2 - -  m2n ). 
Since - n 3 - 2mn 2 + m2n + m 3 and n 3 - -  mn 2 - m2n are relatively prime, 
a = 2a o = 2(n 3 -- mn 2 - -  mZn) ,  
c = ,~c o = 2(  - -  rl 3 - -  2mn 2 + m2n + m3). 
(8.1) 
The signs of both m and n may have been changed to obtain this. 
Then a - c = 2(n - m)(n  + m)(2n + m) and the associated rational root of 
F3(x) is 0 = 2(2n + m)(n 2 -mn-  rn2). F rom this, F3(x  ) = (x -O) (x  2 -px  + q) ,  
where 
p = 2po = 2(4n 3 -- 2mn 2 - -  3m2n), 
q = 22q0 = )~2(rt6 _ mn 5 _ 2m2r/4 + m3n 3 + m4n2). 
(8.2) 
We now show that all three roots of F3(x) must be rational. For if 
x2-px+q were irreducible, then from Lemma 2, (2ao+l )2Ro=2So . 
After substituting the values for ao ,  Co, Po  and qo from (8.1) and (8.2) both 
sides of this equation contain the factors n - m,  n + rn, n 2 - 8mn - 5m 2 and 
n 2 -  mn-  m 2. These factors may be cancelled since if n = ___ m then a = c. 
This results in the equation (2ao + 1) 2 R1 = 2S ' ,  where 
Ra = 6n 6 - 6m2n 4 + 2m3n 3+ 2m4n 2- 2mSn - m 6, 
S~ = n(24n 8- 18ran 6- 33m2n 6+ 30m3n 5+ 10m4n 4
_ 27mSn 3_ m6n 2 + 13m7n + 4m8). 
But n is a factor of S1, and a factor of ao, so n is a factor of R 1 and hence 
of m 6. Therefore n = _ 1. However, in each case n = 1 and n = - 1 it is easy 
to derive a contradiction between (8.1) and 0 < c< a. This eliminates the 
possibility of an irreducible quadratic factor in diameter 3. 
Now since F3(x ) must have three rational roots, p2_4q  must be a 
perfect square. But 
p2 _ 4q = n2(5rn 4+ 8m3n - -  12m2n 2-- 12mn 3+ 12n4), 
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SO with z = m/n, we need to analyze the equation 
52 ,4 + 8Z 3 - -  12z 2 -- 12z + 12 = W 2 (8.3) 
for rational solutions. The obvious solutions z - -1 ,  -1  and -2  all yield 
a = c. We make the birational substitution 
2y+ x2--2X + 21 
Z= X 2 -10x+5 ' 
(8x 2 + 31x - 200)y + X 4 "~ 64X 3 -- 438X 2 + 1816X -- 2675 
W -- (X 2 -- 10X -it- 5) 2 ' 
(8.4) 
with inverse 
2w + 5z 2 - 2z - 1 
X = (z-  1)2 , 
4( (2z -  1) w + 7z 3 - 15z + 9) 
Y = (z - 1 )3 ' 
(8.5) 
to convert it to the Weierstrass form for an elliptic curve 
y2 = x 3 + 27x 2 _ 141x + 169. (8.6) 
The point (z, w)= (1, 1) corresponds to the point at infinity on (8.6), while 
by taking limits we see that the point (z, w) = (1, - 1) corresponds to the 
point (x, y) = ( - 21, 76). 
We have applied the methods described by Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer 
[2] ,  Tate E20], and Cassels 1-5] to determine the group of rational points 
on the curve (8.6). The result is that this group is generated by the element 
(x, y) = (3, 4) of order three, and the element (x, y) = (0, 13) of finite order. 
We can see that j(3, 4) + (x, y) gives the same value for a/c as does (x, y). 
Also - (x ,  y) gives the same value for a/c as does (x, y) - (0, 13). Therefore 
we obtain all candidate values for a o and Co from k(0, 13) for k~>0. (From 
these values of x and y, we recover z from (8.4). Then m and n are the 
numerator and denominator of z. F rom m and n we calculate a0 and c o 
from (8.1). We change the sign of both m and n if necessary in order to 
make ao > 0.) 
As in the preceding section we may continue the search by the following 
process: 
1. Require that 0 < Co < ao. 
2. Find all 2 for which 2Co + 1 divides a~(ao- Co). 
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3. Given ao, Co, and 2, compute the three rational roots, 01, 02, 03, of 
F3(x), and compute their multiplicities ml, rn2 and m 3. Require that rnl, 
m2 and m3 all be non-negative integers. 
ml m2 m3 4. Require that 01 02 03 be a perfect square. 
Unfortunately the numbers involved get large very fast, so that we have 
been unable to carry out much of this program. 
For k=0 we had ao=c0=l .  For k=l ,  x=0,  y=13,  z=47/5,  
ao = 12095 and Co = - 112393. For k = 2, x = 1629/676, y = 1201/17576, 
z= -171359/102941, ao= 116034125598721 and Co= -531860997021479. 
The first value of k which passes the first test is k = 3, where 
x = - 1623752/2653641, 
y = - 70390683181/4322781189, 
z = - 430916119/4968029719, 
a0 = 136,722,613,406,274,879,337,590,586,559, 
Co = 102,328,480,242,864,982,776,726,297,359. 
However, it seems that there are no values of 2 which pass the second test 
for this value of ao and Co. The numbers involved in this case are so large 
as to strain our computational facilities. It would be difficult to duplicate 
the calculations involved for any higher cases. 
Finally we observe that the rational group of (8.6) is infinite, the real 
group is isomorphic to the product of the circle group with Z 2 and there 
are rational points on each component. It follows that the rational group 
is dense in the real group and therefore there will be an infinite number of 
values of k for which k(0, 13) passes the first test. However, we hesitate to 
conjecture whether an infinite number (or indeed any at all) will pass the 
rest of the tests. 
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